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Electronic and optical properties of GaSb:N from first principles
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GaSb:N displays promise towards realization of optoelectronic devices accessing the mid-infrared
wavelength regime. Theoretical and experimental results on its electronic and optical properties are
however few. To address this, we present a first principles, density functional theory study using
the hybrid HSE06 exchange-correlation functional of GaSb doped with 1.6% nitrogen. To study
dilute-nitrides with small band gaps, the local density approximation (LDA) is insufficient and
more accurate techniques such as HSE06 are needed. We conduct a comparative study on GaAs:N,
also with 1.6% nitrogen mole fraction, and find that GaSb:N has a smaller band gap and displays
more band gap bowing than GaAs:N. In addition we examine the orbital character of the bands,
finding the lowest conduction band to be quasi-delocalized, with a large N-3s contribution. At high
concentrations, the N atoms interact via the host matrix, forming a dispersive band of their own
which governs optoelectronic properties and dominates band gap bowing. While this band drives
the optical and electronic properties of GaSb:N, its physics is not captured by traditional models
for dilute-nitrides. We thus propose that a complete theory of dilute-nitrides should incorporate
orbital character examination, especially at high N concentrations.

PACS numbers: 71.15.Mb, 71.55.Eq

I. INTRODUCTION

Dilute-nitride III-V alloys provide unique opportuni-
ties for band gap engineering1–3. In these materials, sub-
stituting a small percentage of the column-V element
with nitrogen leads to anomalous band gap bowing4,5.
It is well known that N displays this interesting property
due to its small size and electronegativity mismatch with
the host matrix, thereby creating a localized but power-
ful disturbance in the host electronic potential6,7. While
the general theory of anomalous band gap reduction in
GaAs-based dilute-nitrides (GaAs:N) has been well stud-
ied, many effects and concentration regimes remain un-
explored.

Moreover, GaSb:N, also a dilute nitride III-V, displays
a large anomalous reduction in the band gap, due to
the considerable electronegativity mismatch between N
and Sb2. This makes GaSb:N a promising material for
optoelectronics accessing the 2-5 µm mid-infrared wave-
length regime1,2,8,9. However, despite the keen interest,
reports on GaSb:N optical experiments are few and the-
oretical studies even fewer1,2,6,10. The reported radia-
tive efficiency of GaSb:N is relatively weak11,12, leading
to uncertainty regarding its suitability for optoelectronic
applications. In order to understand and predict its op-
tical properties, a reliable and detailed theoretical model
is essential.

In this paper, we describe an ab initio study of the
electronic and optical properties of GaSb:N using den-
sity functional theory (DFT) with the accurate Heyd-
Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) hybrid exchange-correlation
functional. We also compare the optoelectronic prop-
erties of GaSb:N with GaAs:N, the latter being well-
studied and find good agreement with published GaAs:N

results13. Moreover, we present an accurate structural
analysis and a detailed study of the orbital character of
the bands.

We find that at concentrations as high as 1.6%, the
N atoms interact with one another via the host matrix,
forming a quasi-delocalized band, an effect not captured
by traditional band gap bowing models. This is a vi-
tal omission since this band provides the main mecha-
nism for band gap reduction and dominates the optoelec-
tronic properties of GaSb:N. We see similar behaviour in
GaAs:N, reported earlier13, which points to the ubiqui-
tous nature of this phenomenon. We thus propose that
the theory for dilute-nitrides should be extended to in-
corporate orbital character and N-N interactions, espe-
cially at N concentrations ranging from 1− 2%13. Upon
comparison, we notice that the optical matrix element
for GaSb:N is weaker than for GaAs:N. However, with
the removal of N related clusters and defects which lead
to non-radiative recombination pathways8,11,14, GaSb:N
could be a promising material for optoelectronic applica-
tions.

II. CALCULATIONS

Ab initio calculations were performed with the Vienna-
Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP)15–17 using the
projector augmented wave (PAW) method18 and pseu-
dopotentials and employing the range-separated hybrid
functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06)19.
The atomic relaxations for GaSb:N were performed us-
ing the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization
of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)20,21.
Bulk GaSb has a 2 atom primitive unit cell, while
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Band structure calculated with HSE06
for (a) bulk GaSb (b) GaSb:N doped 1.6% with N and (c)
GaAs:N doped 1.6% with N. The zero of energy is set to the
valence band maximum (VBM) in each case. The important
valence and conduction bands are labelled.

GaN0.016Sb0.984 requires a 128 atom supercell. Cal-
culations were also extended to GaN0.008Sb0.992 (256
atoms). Starting with the experimental bulk parameters
for GaSb, the supercell structures were allowed to relax
until the Hellman-Feynman forces on all atoms were less
than 0.01 eV/Å; the cell volume was optimized via fit-
ting to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state. Full re-
laxation using HSE06 is computationally prohibitive and
was only performed on bulk GaSb. Relaxed structures for
GaSb:N were obtained by using PBE to relax the atoms
and using HSE06 bulk lattice parameters to estimate the
relaxed volumes by extrapolation. Brillouin zone sam-
pling for the initial LDA calculations used 4×4×4 k-mesh
followed by 3×2×3 for the PBE calculations and 1×1×1

or 2×2×2 for HSE06. The energy cut off for the plane
wave basis was 500 eV for hybrid calculations. Conver-
gence was checked with respect to higher k-mesh and
energy cut off values. GaN0.016As0.984, being just a ref-
erence, was relaxed using the local density approximation
(LDA)22 for the exchange-correlation functional.
After optimization, bulk GaSb was found to display

a lattice constant of 6.16 Å which is comparable to the
experimental value of 6.096 Å23. Relaxation of N and the
surrounding atoms in GaN0.016Sb0.984, GaN0.008Sb0.992,
and GaN0.016As0.984 all followed the same pattern. The 4
nearest neighboring Ga atoms were pulled closer to N, to
adjust to the small bond length of Ga–N. To compensate,
the bond lengths for the next-neighboring shell of atoms
(Sb or As) were larger than average and they approached
their bulk (GaSb or GaAs) values farther away from the
N atom. The Ga–N bond length in GaN0.016Sb0.984 was
2.09 Å and in GaN0.008Sb0.992 was 2.11 Å. These values
are close to the bulk Ga–N bond length of 1.96 Å23 and
much smaller than the bulk Ga–Sb bond length of 2.66
Å. Similarly in GaN0.016As0.984, the relaxed Ga-N bond
length was 2.07 Å while the bulk Ga-As bond length is
2.45 Å23. This gives us an idea of the large strain in the
system introduced by the presence of a N atom.

III. BAND GAPS AND ORBITAL CHARACTER

The bulk GaSb band structure using HSE06 function-
als, shown in Figure 1(a), displays a band gap of 749
meV, which is remarkably close to the experimental band
gap of ∼ 720 meV1. This is a testament to the accuracy
of the HSE06 functional for these materials, given the
well-known problem of the underestimation of band gaps
by LDA/GGA. Band structure for GaN0.016Sb0.984 was
also obtained (Figure 1(b)) and displays a direct gap at Γ
of 86.6 meV (reduction of 662 meV from bulk GaSb) with
the L valley lower than the X, unlike a previous report
which suggested an indirect gap6. At concentrations of
0.8% this gap increases to 192 meV. Experimental data
for GaSb:N shows a band gap of ∼400 meV for 1.6%1,11

and that of ∼500 meV for 0.8% concentration. While
the agreement with experiments is less stark in the latter
case, it is indeed better than the negative gaps produced
by LDA. For GaN0.016As0.984 the band structure is also
shown (Figure 1(c)) and displays a band gap of 1.024 eV
(a reduction of ∼400 meV from bulk GaAs). The cal-
culated band gap is close to the experimental value of
∼ 1.20 eV24 and larger than that seen for GaSb:N, as
is expected. Moreover, the band gap bowing in GaSb:N
is greater than that seen in GaAs:N, which is also ex-
pected. This is due to the much larger electronegativity
difference between N and Sb (in GaSb:N) as compared
to that between N and As (in GaAs:N) atoms1.
We make particular note of the nature of the conduc-

tion bands in these dilute N materials. The lowest con-
duction band, which we call CB1, has a wide dispersion,
i.e., close to 500 meV. Moreover, this dispersion is quali-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Orbital projected band structure for
(a) GaN0.016Sb0.984 and (b) GaN0.016As0.984, projected on the
N-s orbital as well as the Ga-s orbital for gallium atoms bond-
ing to nitrogen. The projections are calculated per atom.
There are 4 bands plotted i.e. VB2, VB1, CB1 and CB2 with
VB1 and VB2 overlapping for the most part. Zero energy is
at the valence band maxima (VBM).

tatively similar to the higher lying conduction bands (i.e.
it is not a flat band as one would expect from isolated N
levels). This points towards the quasi-delocalized nature
of CB1. To study the orbital character of these bands
we plot the projected band structure (Figure 2) and the
projected density of states(DOS) (Figure 3). Figure 2(a)
plots the band structure for GaN0.016Sb0.984 as projected
onto the N-s orbital, as well as, the s orbitals belonging
to the gallium atoms that bond with nitrogen (i.e. near-
est neighbors). The size of the symbols in the plot is
proportional to the amount of orbital contribution to the
band, at various k-points. For GaSb:N, amongst CB1
(lowest conduction band), CB2 (second lowest conduc-
tion band), VB1 (highest valence band) and VB2 (sec-
ond highest valence band), it is CB1 which shows contri-
butions from the s orbital of the N atom. The per atom
contributions coming from the s orbitals of the Ga atoms

that bond to N are also higher for CB1, although there is
some contribution from the Ga-s to CB2 as well (unlike
N-s). The projected DOS (Figure 3(c)) shows clear and
strong hybridization between the N-s and neighboring
Ga-s signifying strong covalent bonding. This is corrob-
orated by the structural evidence, we presented earlier,
of Ga-N bond lengths in the alloys approaching the bulk
value. Moreover, it is clear from Figure 3(c) that while
the Ga-s contribution from the atoms neighboring N is
high in CB1, as we move away from the N atom in real
space, the Ga-s contribution to CB1 drops and shifts to
higher lying conduction bands. Similar behavior is seen
for GaAs:N by us, and was also reported in an earlier
study13.

The projected band structure and DOS show that CB1
is a band that forms below the bulk conduction band
edge (CBE), by s-orbital interactions between N and
its nearest neighboring Ga atoms. However, the quasi-
delocalized nature of the band cannot be explained by
local N-Ga nearest neighbor interactions alone, which
would give a very flat band dispersion. We thus con-
clude that the band CB1 also originates in long range
interactions between the N atoms themselves mediated
via the host matrix. The concentration of the N atoms
at 1.6% is high enough for the propagation of such ef-
fects. This is similar to the picture presented by Lordi
et al.13 to explain the spectrum of GaAs:N. Since CB1 is
the lowest lying band, it therefore dominates band gap
bowing and optoelectronic properties of GaSb:N, making
accurate determination of its nature very important.

To investigate optical properties further, we calculated
the optical transition matrix elements for GaSb:N and
GaAs:N using PBE. The results suggest that GaSb:N
may have poorer optical absorption and emission com-
pared to GaAs:N. It is also known that N related clusters
and defects in GaSb:N form levels close to and even be-
low the CBE8,11,14 adversely impacting its luminescence
efficiency.

Traditionally, the anomalous band gap bowing be-
haviour of dilute-nitrides has been explained with a local
band anti-crossing model(BAC)4,7. For our structures,
the BAC model would predict that, upon alloying with N,
the lowest conduction band in GaSb splits into a lower ly-
ing band which is mainly host-like (or Ga-like) in charac-
ter, with an upper band which is mainly N-like. It would
also predict this upper, N-like, conduction band to be
localized and non-dispersive. However, we observe most
N-like character in the lowest conduction band which is
also quasi-delocalized. The erronous prediction of BAC
is understandable since at high concentrations of N, such
as 1.6%, we are out of the ultra-dilute regime where the
BAC model is accurate7. This implies that, for the the-
oretical models to accurately capture the band structure
properties, it is important to incorporate long-range N-N
interactions. This is especially vital, since it is the low-
est band (i.e. CB1) that determines the optoelectronic
properties of dilute-nitrides. We thus propose that a full
theory of dilute-nitrides should include an examination of
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Total density of states plotted for (a)
bulk GaSb and (b) GaN0.016Sb0.984 and (c) per atom density
of states for the s orbital in GaN0.016Sb0.984 projected on the
N atom, a Ga atom bonding to N, a Ga atom 3 bonds away
from N and a Ga atom far away from N.

the orbital character of the bands, specifically N-N long
range interactions.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have presented a detailed hybrid
functional-based DFT study of the electronic structure
of GaSb:N. We found that GaSb:N behaves qualitatively
similar to GaAs:N at 1.6% N concentration, but with
slightly stronger band gap bowing. At such high con-
centrations, the N atoms interact with each another via
the host matrix atoms. This leads to the formation of a
quasi-delocalized, N band, which is also the lowest con-
duction band. This N band thus dictates the band edge
optical properties of these dilute-nitrides and drives band
gap bowing. Owing to the importance of this band, we
emphasize the need to extend traditional dilute-nitride
models to incorporate orbital character. While the opti-
cal matrix element of GaSb:N is not as high as that of
GaAs:N, the removal of N-related defects could make it
a promising material for optoelectronic devices.
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